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•  Ethylene oxide (EO) generated through ethylene epoxidation is among the 
largest volume chemicals produced by the chemical industry (ranked 14th with 
18bn t/yr, ethylene 1st with 113bn t/yr in 2008) 

•  EO is mostly used to produce ethylene glycol, which is used as an antifreeze 
and as a precursor to polymers. Also used in detergents, thickeners, solvents … 
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CO2 •  Selectivity is the key issue in the production of EO 



Silver (supported on α-Al2O3) is the only catalyst used in the industry (since 1930) 

•   Pure Ag has a selectivity towards EO of ~30-50% (strongly depends on 
preparation conditions) 

•  With suitable promoters (e.g. Cs, Cl) selectivity > 80% 

•  Reaction run at 500-600 K and 1-10 atm  

Ethylene epoxidation 

•  Impregnation with AgNO3 solution 
•  Calcination at 400°C for 24h 
•  Ag content 10-13 wt % 



It has been proposed(*) that both the selective and the unselective pathways 
proceed through a common intermediate (oxametallacycle, OMC):   

(*) S. Linic, M.A. Barteau, JACS 124, 310 (2002) 
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Density Functional (DFT) calculations: Alloying Ag with Cu improves the 
selectivity(*) 

Experimentally it has been confirmed(*) 
that Cu enhances the selectivity. Also the 
activity increases. 

T=523K, p(C2H4) = p(O2) = 0.1 atm 

(*) S. Linic, J. Jankowiak, M.A. Barteau, J. Catal. 224, 489 (2004) 

Ag-Cu alloy: improved selectivity 



F.H. Hayes, H.L. Lukas, G. Effenberg and  
G. Petzow, Z. Metallkde. 77 (1986) 749-754  

•   Ag-Cu alloys (~ 0.1% - 1% Cu) have 
been found to improve selectivity toward 
ethylene oxide (rather than total oxidation 
to CO2)(*) 

•  The surface structure of the Ag-Cu alloy 
is unknown but XPS measurements 
indicate that the Cu surface content is ~ 
0.1 – 0.4 ML (i.e. Cu segregates to the 
surface)(*) 

Bulk Ag-Cu phase diagram 

(*) Data from S. Linic et al. J. Catal 224, 489 (2004) 

Miscibility gap due to 
13% lattice mismatch  

Ag-Cu bulk phase diagram 



STM on Cu/Ag(111) - UHV 

Surface Energy 

γCu(111) = 1.22 J/m2 

γAg(111) = 0.75 J/m2 

0.02 ML Cu at RT 0.3 ML Cu at RT 

F. Bocquet et al. PRB 71, 075405 (2005) 

t = 0 ns t = 8.6 ns 

Cu deposited on Ag(111) in 
UHV at room temperature 
forms islands capped by 
1ML Ag 
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Ultra-high vacuum 
(UHV) system 

Industrial 
conditions 

“Pressure” gap 
“Material” gap 

The knowledge of the composition and atomic geometry is a prerequisite for  
understanding, predicting and controlling the properties of the catalysts 

UHV results are often not transferable to the realm of “real” high-p high-T catalysis 

UHV vs. high T and p conditions 



Method: ab-initio thermodynamics 

Change in Gibbs Free Energy ΔG  

•  Ag slab in equilibrium with bulk Ag reservoir (µAg) 
•  Cu in equilibrium with bulk Cu reservoir (µCu) 
•  O in gas phase treated as a reservoir (µO(T,p))  

Ag slab 

µO (T,p) 

µAg 

µCu 

ΔGads(µO) = 1/A [Gtot – Gslab - NAgµAg – NcuµCu – NOµO(T,p)] 

•  Neglecting vibrational/rotational contributions to energy and entropy and 
configurational entropy, we can approximate: 

 Gtot ~ Etot  and  Gslab ~ Eslab  

•  Total energies are computed using DFT 



Surface structures on (111) facet 

Cu segregates to the surface due to the presence of Oxygen  
(Cu-O bond much stronger than Ag-O bond) 

We have considered 3 kinds of surface structures on Ag(111): 
1.  Chemisorption structures  
2.  Cu2O-like structures 
3.  CuO-like structures 

(i) CuxOy/Ag(111) (ii) Cu2O(p2)/Ag(111) (iii) CuO(1L)/Ag(111) 



Thermodynamic diagram: (111) facet 

By plotting the change 
in free energy as a 
function of the oxygen 
chemical potential ΔµO 
we obtain the stable 
structures as a function 
of temperature and 
pressure 

SP, C. Stampfl and M. Scheffler, PRB 77, 075426 (2008) 



Particle shape: Wulff construction 

Fixed ΔµO=-0.61 eV (T=600K, p(O2) = 1atm)  

•  2D Ag-Cu surface alloy not predicted to be stable on any facet 
•  Increasing ΔµCu (110) is the first facet to accommodate Cu, followed by the  
(100) and the (111) 



Experiments: in situ XPS and TEM 

XPS: Cu is present in both Cu+ and Cu2+ form. No Cu0 is detected (i.e. no alloy) 
TEM: Cu forms islands of CuO on top of pure Ag 

0.5 mbar, 520 K 

SP, M. Scheffler, R. Schloegl et al. PRL 104, 035503 (2010) 



Reaction mechanism: O(2x2)/Ag(111)  

Intermediate and final states on O(2x2)/Ag(111) 

ΔE*=E*AC – E*EO = -0.08 eV 

=> selectivity < 50% 
Experimentally ≃ 30-50%  



Reaction mechanisms  

SP, N.L. Nguyen, C. Stampfl and M. Scheffler, J. Mater. Chem. 20, 10521 (2008) 

Cu-containing structures are more selective than pure Ag 
(in agreement with experiments) 



Reaction mechanisms  BrØnsted-Evans-Polanyi relation  

Ethylene  EO 
Ethylene  AC 

Within the same type of 
reaction, there is an 
approximately linear relation 
between the activation 
energy and the reaction 
energy (BEP relation) 



Reaction mechanisms  Transition states  

The TS's are remarkably similar across all surface structures 



Reaction mechanisms  Transition states  

From: A. Kokalj et al. J. Catal. 254, 304 (2008) 



Reaction mechanisms  BEP relations  Descriptors 

From: A. Kokalj et al. J. Catal. 254, 304 (2008) 

E*(EO) = α1Eads(CH3) + γEBEP(EO) + C1 

E*(AC) = α2Eads(CH3) + βEads(CH3O) + γEBEP(AC) + C2 

where 

EBEP(EO) = Eads(EO) - Eads(OMC) 



Reaction mechanisms  Selectivity descriptor 

•  Cu-containing structures are more selective 
•  The selectivity descriptor predicts differences in E* remarkably well 
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N.L. Nguyen, SP, S. de Gironcoli, to be submitted 



Reaction mechanisms  Main findings 

1.  Cu segregates to the surface and oxidizes (no Ag-Cu alloy) 

2.  Cu-containing structures improve selectivity towards EO 

3.  We can build descriptors of the selectivity based on BE that 
reproduce NEB results within ~0.1 eV  



Reaction mechanisms  Main findings 

1.  Cu segregates to the surface and oxidizes (no Ag-Cu alloy) 

2.  Cu-containing structures improve selectivity towards EO 

3.  We can build descriptors of the selectivity based on BE that 
reproduce NEB results within ~0.1 eV  

Why does Cu improve the selectivity?  
(while keeping the activity almost unchanged) 

NB: bulk CuO and Cu2O are known not to 
promote the epoxidation of ethylene 



Reaction mechanisms  Why does Cu improve selectivity? 

1) The selectivity does not change with the thickness of the CuO overlayer 

N.L. Nguyen, SP, S. de Gironcoli, to be submitted 



Reaction mechanisms  Descriptor of the activity 

N.L. Nguyen, SP, S. de Gironcoli, to be submitted 

OMC  AC OMC  EO 



Reaction mechanisms  Activity & Selectivity 

2) The activity quickly decreases with the thickness of the CuO overlayer 

# CuO layers E*(AC) E*(EO) ΔE* 
1L 0.72 0.70 0.11 
2L 1.16 1.05 0.15 
3L 1.57 1.49 0.13 
4L 1.58 1.50 0.13 
Bulk CuO 1.58 1.51 0.14 



Reaction mechanisms  Activity & Selectivity 

2) The activity quickly decreases with the thickness of the CuO overlayer 

Why?  

Because CuO binds OMC too strongly (see descriptor) 

# CuO layers E*(AC) E*(EO) ΔE* Eb(OMC) 
1L 0.72 0.70 0.11  0.12 
2L 1.16 1.05 0.15 -0.40 
3L 1.57 1.49 0.13 -0.82 
4L 1.58 1.50 0.13 -0.84 
Bulk CuO 1.58 1.51 0.14 -0.85 



Reaction mechanisms  Summary 

Key findings:  

•  Bulk CuO is selective towards EO but has high barriers 

•  Thin (1-2) layers of CuO are as selective as bulk CuO but 
retain small barriers, i.e. the catalyst is still active 

•  CuO does not promote ethylene epoxidation because of 
high barriers (OMC is bound too strongly) 

•  Cu improves the selectivity of Ag through of the formation 
of thin CuO layers 
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